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introduction
In 1986 Adams was started around a simple idea: Create great products that make riding a bicycle easier
and more fun for the whole family. This idea spawned the Adams Trail-A-Bike, a name that is now synonymous
with an entire category of bicycles. Providing an easy solution for getting kids involved in cycling and a safe
way to introduce proper riding and traffic habits, the Trail-A-Bike took off.
After more than 20 years the line has evolved to include six models of the legendary Trail-A-Bike, a plethora of
accessories and add-ons, and the Runner – now considered by many to be the best way to introduce young
children to riding a bicycle.
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We’re proud of what we’ve created and continue to follow our original idea by making the best products we
can for families everywhere. Like most things in life there are many options, but there is only one original;
The Adams Trail-A-Bike.
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six reasons to buy a trail-a-bike
for your family

With the available accessories a Trail-A-Bike can last for years, easily accommodating a child from the age of 3 to 8.

2. More compact than any competitor; our unique folding mechanism is easy and safe to use.
3. Thanks to our patented top tube the Trail-A-Bike is the most versatile design available; easily accommodating
26˝ and 700c wheel lead bicycles.
4. For longer rides and family outings our proprietary design allows the use of pannier bags without interference,
which greatly increases versatility.
5. A low seating position keeps the child’s center of gravity closer to the ground for more stability.
6. People love choice and with a wide range of models and colors, there is a Trail-A-Bike to match any lead
bicycle and personal style. ors, there is a Trail-A-Bike to match any lead
bicycle and personal style.

www.trail-a-bike.com
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easyfoldingdesign
1

Universal hitch

Patented universal hitch with
full 360º range of motion

Quick detachment from lead bike

2

Release

Open quick release

facileàplier
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Fold

Fold in half

and store!

originalfoldercompact
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Just like its namesake this is the Trail-A-Bike that started a movement, but in compact form to fit smaller children. All of
the safety and convenience from years of development wrapped up in a compact package and backed with a
lifetime warranty so you can ride with confidence.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compact folding frame design will accommodate a rider with a 2" shorter inseam than the Original Folder 1 model
Shorter reach, shorter cranks, smaller chain ring and a narrower handlebar fits smaller riders just right
Lower center of gravity gives parents and children increased stability
Sturdy steel hitch with 4 shim options to work with almost any seatpost
With a full chainguard and bashguard it’s as durable as it is fun
Includes a safety flag, because safety is the first concern with children

www.trail-a-bike.com
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originalfoldercompact

145950-10-01 White
145950-10-02 Black
Weight: 23 lbs (10.45 kgs)
Load rating: 85 lbs (38.5 kgs)
For ages 3-5 years
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originalfolderone

Simplicity can be a wonderful thing.
An evolution of the model that created a new
category of bicycles back in 1986, the Original Folder
is the perfect way to get younger kids out for a ride
with the whole family.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Simple single-speed is easy to ride
Folding frame for easy storage and transport
Patented design will fit most 26" and 700c lead bikes
Sturdy steel hitch with 4 shim options to work with almost any seatpost
With a full chainguard and bashguard it’s as durable as it is fun
Includes a safety flag, because safety is the first concern with children

146000-10-01 Black
146000-10-02 Dusty rose
146000-10-03 Slate blue
146000-10-04 Silver
Weight: 23.5 lbs (10.7 kgs)
Load rating: 85 lbs (38.5kgs)
For ages 4-6 years
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originalalloyfolderone

Lightweight and versatile the Alloy Folder is an aluminum version of the Original Folder.
It’s everything that our consumers have come to love about Trail-A-Bike, in a lighter package.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Simple single-speed is easy to ride
Lightweight alloy folding frame for easy storage and transport
Patented design will fit most 26" and 700c lead bikes
Sturdy steel hitch with 4 shim options to work with almost any seatpost
With a full chainguard and bashguard, it’s as durable as it is fun
Includes a safety flag, because safety is the first
concern with children

146030-10-01
Metallic grey
Weight: 20.5 lbs (9.2 kgs)
For ages 4-6

originalshifterseven
For longer rides, little legs can get tired so we’ve added gears to help the young ones have an
easier go of pedaling. Safety and performance are combined with the Original Shifter 7 – for the
family that rides together.
•
•
•
•

Easy-to-use Shimano 7-speed drivetrain
Folding frame for easy storage and transport
Sturdy steel hitch with 4 shim options to work with almost any seatpost
Outfitted with a bashguard to protect
the chainring
• Includes a safety flag, because safety is the first
concern with children

146010-10-01 Blue/Silver
Weight: 26 lbs (11.8 kgs)
Load rating: 85 lbs (38.5 kgs)
For ages 4-6
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foldertwentyfour
Bigger wheels for bigger kids; to make sure the older kids don’t get left behind on the family ride we
created the Folder 24. Combining the proven design of the Original Folder with the convenience of
seven speeds and 24" wheels, it’s good fun for everyone.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easy-to-use Shimano 7-speed drivetrain
Folding frame for easy storage and transport
Larger frame will accommodate older riders
Patented design will fit most 26" and 700c lead bikes
Sturdy steel hitch with 4 shim options to work with almost any seatpost
Outfitted with a bashguard to protect the chainring
Includes a safety flag, because safety
is the first concern with children

145960-10-01 Silver
Weight: 27 lbs (12.3 kgs)
Load rating: 85lbs (38.5 kgs)
For ages 7-10

foldingtandem
A proven design gets a new twist. With the added convenience of a folding frame, the Tandem gives
you seven speeds and seats for two; bring twice the number of kids for twice the fun.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easy-to-use 7-speed Shimano drivetrain
Folding tandem frame for easy storage and transport
Patented design will fit most 26" and 700c lead bikes
Comes with adjustable stoker stem to fit a wider range of kids
Sturdy steel hitch with 4 shim options to work with almost any seatpost
Outfitted with a bashguard to protect the chainring
Includes a safety flag, because safety is the first concern with children

145970-10-01 Black
Weight: 34 lbs (15.45 kgs)
Load rating: 125 lbs (56.8 kgs)
For ages 4-6
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trail-a-bikeaccessories
babyseat
• Get your little ones started on the biking experience early and safely
with our baby seat
• Outfitted with a 3-point harness for safety
• Comes with one-piece base plate and integrated 25.6mm seatpost
for steel frames
• Interchangeable base plate is available to accommodate
27.2mm seatposts for aluminum frames

140267 baby seat
with 25.6mm seatpost
140267-01 base plate
with 27.2 seatpost for alloy frames
Weight: 7.8 lbs (3.5 kgs)
Load rating: 40 lbs (18 kgs)
For ages 1-3

backrest
• Designed to offer security and peace of mind for parent and
child alike
• Breathable ergonomic padding for added comfort and support
• Comes with a durable contoured safety-buckle system and
strap with under-arm support to avoid pinching and discomfort
• Will fit 25.6mm and 27.2mm seatpost with supplied shim

140268-01
Weight: 2.6 lbs (1.2 kgs)
For ages 3 and up
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presenting the merchandising
solution to selling
this unique product

trail-a-bike.com

dieline

sign

•Freestanding powder coated display rack looks
great and draws attention to Trail-A-Bikes
•Holds up to 4 Trail-a-bikes without taking up floor space
140400

purchase 10* adams
trail-a-bikes to receive:
• N/C Merchandiser shipped to
you at no cost
• Inclusion on the NEW Adams
Trail-A-Bike Dealer Locator
•Adams Trail-A-Bike door decal,
Wheel POP and Sign

Authorized dealer

THE ORIGINAL SINCE 1994
www.trail-a-bike.com

door decal

trim dieline

easy 3
step folding

• Fits all bicycles easily
• Max weight 38.5 kg /85 lbs
• Follows lead bicycle, teaching
a child to ride safely.
• The original since 1994

easy hitch system

wheel pop

www.trail-a-bike.com
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trail-a-bike
replacement parts

1

#

Description

1

Block & Bolt

2

Part Number

For Steel models

140272-01

For Alloy models

140272-02

For pre 1998 models*

140271-98

2

1st knuckle

140271-99

3

Block Hitch

140271-02

Block Hitch with 4 shim set

140271-01

4

Shim Kit

140271-04

5

Hitch Pin

140278

4

5

*m
 ust be combined
with 140271-99

12
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trail-a-bike
replacement parts
trail-a-bike pin with nut

1st knuckle from 15mm
horizontal hitch

• Hitch pin and nut

• 		Used to retrofit new style
hitch to 15mm vertical style

140278

140271-99

adams block hitch

adams hitch sleeve set

• fits all 15mm block, horizontal
pin style trail-a-bikes
•		fits late 1998 to present

•		4 piece sleeve set
•		Includes new shim for oversized _
seatposts from 25.4mm to 35.0mm
and above

140271-02

4 piece
140271-04

adams block /sleeve hitch

15mm-12mm
step-down block

•		 4 times greater strength
•		 Fits seatposts from 25.4mm
to 35.0mm
•		 Retro fittable to all 15mm block,
horizontal pin style Trail-a-Bikes
•		 Fits late 1998 to present
•		 Comes with 4 shims

• 		Used to retrofit new style hitch to
older 12mm style
•		Must be combined with 140271-99
140271-98
		

140271-01

block for alloy models

•		Used on all alloy models
•		Comes with shim for mounting
to alloy frame
•		Includes longer new style bolt
specific to alloy models
140272-02

standard block

•		Used on steel models post 1998
•		Comes with new style bolts and washers
140272-01

www.trail-a-bike.com
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adamsrunner
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Everyone has to start somewhere, and Runners are a great place
for kids to begin the adventure of learning to ride a bicycle.
Simple and safe, these little bikes have no pedals or chain and
are regarded by many to be the best way to teach children
balance before taking on the challenge of riding a bicycle by
themselves. Say goodbye to training wheels.

• Designed to help develop balance and motor skills, speeding up the transition to a pedal bicycle
• Almost eliminates the need to use training wheels when graduating to a 2 wheeler
• Sturdy steel frame to take the worst abuse kids can dish out
• Quality ball bearing headset for long lasting fun
• Large, comfy saddle with adjustable saddle height to offer multiple seating positions
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adamsrunner
141000-01 Pink
141000-03 Silver
Weight: 8.25 lbs (3.9kgs)
For ages 2-5 years
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